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stephen l dyson finds in the experience of the republic the origins of roman frontier policy and methods of border control as practiced under the empire
focusing on the western provinces during the republic he demonstrates the ways in which roman society like that of the united states was shaped by its
own frontier originally published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously
out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905 roman frontier studies presents one hundred
of the papers given at the fifteenth international congress of roman frontier studies first published in 1991 it has been out of print since 1995 this new
edition is published to satisfy continuing demand for the volume geographically the material ranges throughout the frontier regions of the roman empire
from britain to the caucasus the low countries to upper egypt spain to jordan the first section deals with individual frontier regions fort and fortress
sites army units and related military matters and includes overall surveys of significant work carried out in britain and germany in the 1980s the
second section explores three more general themes the relations between romans and natives on the peripheral areas of the empire the realities of life in a
frontier region and the problems peculiar to desert frontiers with its succinct analysis of the overriding issues and detailed case studies based on the
latest archaeological research this social and economic study of roman imperial frontiers is essential reading too often the frontier has been
represented as a simple linear boundary the reality argues dr elton was rather a fuzzy set of interlocking zones political military judicial and financial
after discussion of frontier theory and types of frontier the author analyses the acquisition of an empire and the ways in which it was ruled he
addresses the vexed question of how to define the edges of provinces and covers the relationship with allied kingdoms regional variation and different
rates of change are seen as significant as is illustrated by civilis revolt on the rhine in ad 69 he uses another case study dura europos to exemplify the
role of the army on the frontier especially its relations with the population on both sides of the border the central importance of trade is highlighted
by special consideration of palmyra the roman empire was one of the most powerful forces in history however few people realize that this vast empire
was guarded by one frontier a series of natural and man made barriers including hadrian s wall it is impossible to have a true understanding of the
roman empire without first investigating the scope of this amazing frontier the boundary ran for roughly 4 000 miles from britain to morocco via the
rhine the danube the euphrates the syrian desert and the saharan fringes reinforced by walls ditches palisades watchtowers and forts it absorbed
virtually the whole imperial army enclosed three and a half million square miles and defended forty provinces now thirty countries and perhaps eighty
million roman subjects in protecting the empire the frontier made a substantial contribution to the pax romana and ultimately to preserving the
inheritance of future europe yet this static mode of defense ran counter to rome s tradition of mobile warfare and her taste for glory born of centuries
of conquest the emperors choice of a passive strategy promoted lassitude and conservatism allowing the military initiative slowly to pass into
barbarian hands the reach of rome is the first book to describe the entire length of the amazing imperial frontier it traces the political forces that
created it and portrays those who commanded and manned it as well as those against whom it was held it relates the frontier s rise pre eminence crises
and collapse and assesses its meaning for history and its legacies to the post roman world finally it also tells the story of the explorers who
rediscovered its lost works and describes the nature and location of the surviving remains includes thirty beautifully designed maps the roman
conquests of macedonia in the 2nd century bc led directly to the extension of their authority over the troublesome tribes of thrace to the south of
the danube but their new neighbor on the other side of the mighty river the kingdom of the dacians was to pose an increasing threat to the roman empire
inevitably this eventually provoked roman attempts at invasion and conquest it is a measure of dacian prowess and resilience that several tough
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campaigns were required over more than a century before their kingdom was added to the roman empire it was one of the empire s last major acquisitions
and a short lived one at that dr michael schmitz traces roman involvement in the danube region from first contact with the thracians after the third
macedonian war in the 2nd century bc to the ultimate conquest of dacia by trajan in the early years of the 2nd century ad like the other volumes in
this series this book gives a clear narrative of the course of these wars explaining how the roman war machine coped with formidable new foes and the
challenges of unfamiliar terrain and climate specially commissioned color plates bring the main troop types vividly to life in meticulously researched
detail first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company the roman military remains of egypt are remarkable in their
variety and state of preservation forts quarries whose materials were used in the monumental buildings of rome roads which brought the mediterranean
into contact with the indian ocean each reader of this book will enjoy learning more about the remarkable roman inheritance of egypt analysing the
cultural social and economic consequences of the roman occupation of north africa c 50 bc ad 250 this book offers a fresh look at the development
and purpose of the north african frontier system late antiquity was an eventful period on the eastern frontier of the roman empire from the failure of
the emperor julian s invasion of persia in 363 ad to the overwhelming victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were engaged in
almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the years 226 363 ad provides translations of key texts on relations between the
opposing sides taken from a wide range of sources many have never before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in context with
expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information please visit the author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca greatrex ref
html imperial policy on the western frontier of the roman empire was the means by which the government controlled the frontier residents this book takes
a topical approach to this study of the frontier subjects covered include the army farming commerce manufacturing religion and romanization do the
romans have anything to teach us about the way that they saw the world and the way they ran their empire how did they deal with questions of
frontiers and migration so often in the news today this collection of ten important essays by c r whittaker engages with debates and controversies
about the roman frontiers and the concept of empire truly global in its focus the book examines the social political and cultural implications of the
roman frontiers in africa india britain europe asia and the far east and provides a comprehensive account of their significance when egypt became a
province of the roman empire in 30 bc after the deaths of antony and cleopatra its vast and mysterious frontier lands had an important impact on the
commerce politics and culture of the empire this account part history and part gazetteer focuses on rome s egyptian frontier describing the ancient
fortresses temples settlements quarries and aqueducts scattered throughout the region and conveying a sense of what life was like for its inhabitants
robert jackson has journeyed by jeep and on foot to virtually every known roman site in the area from siwa oasis 45 kilometers from the modern libyan
border to the sudan drawing on both archaeological and historical information he discusses these sites explaining how rome extracted exotic stone
and precious metals from the mountains of the eastern desert channelled the wealth of india and east africa through the desert via ports on the red sea
constructed and manned fortresses in the distant oases of the western desert and facilitated the expansion of agricultural communities in the desert
that eventually experienced the earliest large scale conversions to christianity in egypt illustrated with many photographs the volume should be
useful to archaeologists classicists and travellers to the region discusses rome s challenges in governing over different cultures organizing an army
made of non romans inculcating roman values and religion feeding the army trading urbanizing and industrializing to make this work accessible to readers
who lack an extensive background in roman history all latin expressions are defined in the course of the discussion a glossary is included and modern as
well as contemporary latin names of places are used paper edition unseen 19 95 annotation copyright by book news inc portland or collects and
translates such diverse sources as zosimus john malalas al tabari and moses of chorene to give us a picture of this complex fraught period of roman
history ancient scotland then occupied by celtic settlers never became part of the roman empire in spite of being invaded on what is now accepted as
four rather than three occasions the northernmost frontier of the empire was fortified for only a few years after the battle of mons graupius in ad 84
when the caledonians were defeated by gnaeus julius agricola an alternative frontier represented by the elaborate defences of the antonine wall was
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built in about 142 it was maintained hardly longer than 25 years and by 180 the roman invaders had retreated back to hadrian s wall after further
celtic activity a temporary truce was negotiated personally by the emperor septimius severus in 209 thereafter until their empire began to collapse the
romans maintained a fragile hold on hadrian s wall in the face of furious attacks by marauding picts and scots and a combined operation by land and
sea in 367 against the whole of roman britain by the northern celts in an alliance with the franks and saxons jacket proceedings of the 21st
international congress of roman frontier studies limes xxi hosted by tyne wear archives museums newcastle upon tyne uk in august 2009 a distinguished
historical work presenting eight centuries of roman history in asia minor and the middle east front cover this book considers the roman empire s responses
to the threats which were caused by the new geostrategic situation brought on by the crisis of the 3rd century ad induced by the barbarians who often
already part of roman military structures as mercenaries and auxiliaries became a veritable menace for the empire there is no synthetic or comprehensive
treatment of any late roman frontier in the english language to date despite the political and economic significance of the frontiers in the late antique
period examining hadrian s wall and the roman frontier of northern england from the fourth century into the early medieval period this book investigates
a late frontier in transition from an imperial border zone to incorporation into anglo saxon kingdoms using both archaeological and documentary
evidence with an emphasis on the late roman occupation and roman military it places the frontier in the broader imperial context in contrast to other
works hadrian s wall and the end of empire challenges existing ideas of decline collapse and transformation in the roman period as well as its impact on
local frontier communities author rob collins analyzes in detail the limitanei the frontier soldiers of the late empire essential for the successful
maintenance of the frontiers and the relationship between imperial authorities and local frontier dynamics finally the impact of the end of the roman
period in britain is assessed as well as the influence that the frontier had on the development of the anglian kingdom of northumbria whittaker begins by
discussing the romans ideological vision of geographic space demonstrating for example how an interest in precise boundaries of organized territories
never included a desire to set limits on controls of unorganized space beyond these territories he then describes the role of frontiers in the expanding
empire including an attempt to answer the question of why the frontiers stopped where they did he examines the economy and society of the frontiers
finally he discusses the pressure hostile outsiders placed on the frontiers and their eventual collapse the eastern frontier of the roman empire extended
from northern syria to the western caucasus across a remote and desolate region 800 miles from the aegean it followed the great euphrates valley
to penetrate the harsh mountains of armenia minor and south of the black sea along the pontic coast to the finally reach the foothills of the
caucasus though vast this terrain has long remained one of the great gaps in our knowledge of the ancient world barely visited and effectively
unknown until now here timothy bruce mitford offers an account of half a century of research and exploration over sensitive territory in challenging
conditions to discover the material remains of rome s last unexplored frontier the geographical framework introduces frontier installations as they
occur fortresses and forts roads bridges signalling stations and navigation of the euphrates the journey is enriched with observations of consuls and
travellers memories of turkish and kurdish villagers and notes and photographs of a way of life little changed since antiquity the process of discovery
was mainly on foot staying in villages with local guides following ancient tracks and conversing with great numbers of people provincial and district
governors village elders and teachers police and jandarma farmers and shepherds and everyone in between this came with its perils and pleasures
encounters with treasure hunters and apparent bandits tales of saints and caravans arrests and death threats bears and wild boars rafts and fishing
earthquakes all amid the tumultuous events of the second half of the twentieth century richly illustrated with large scale maps photographs and
sketches this is an account of travel and discovery set against a background of a disappearing world encountered in the long process of academic
exploration the building military use and descent into ruin of the most important roman frontier ever built the roman eastern frontier stretched from the
north east shore of the black sea to the red sea it faced rome s formidable foe the kingdom of parthia and its successor sasanian persia rome s bulwark
in antiquity was the area known as syria or the levant roughly modern syria lebanon jordan israel and palestine to the south lay the nabataean
kingdom annexed by rome in 106 and formed into the province of arabia to the north the cappadocian frontier was laid out in one of the most
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inaccessible and remote parts of eurasia facing extremes of climate and topography amid a patchwork of client kingdoms this hidden and fascinating
frontier in turkey whose bases mostly lie under reservoirs is the major omission from this volume and it is hoped that a more in depth account might
appear in due course the caucasian forts along the edge of the black sea are however part of this volume this is perhaps rome s least known frontier
archaeologically but the subject of a unique account by arrian when governor of cappadocia a novel interpretation of roman frontier policy a huge
collection of papers from the xvith international congress of roman frontier studies held at kerkrade in the netherlands in 1995 a tiny selection of the
eighty nine papers 53 in english 29 in german 7 in french is as follows ptolemy and the pre flavian military sites of britain w h manning relationships
between roman river frontiers and artificial frontiers n hodgson recent excavations of the late roman signal station at filey north yorkshire p
ottaway les nouvelles fouilles d alesia m redd� and s von schnurbein supplying the batavians at vindolanda a r birley metalworking on hadrian s wall
l allason jones and d b dungworth wirtschaftliche probleme und das ende des r�mischen limes in deutschland h p kuhnen the roman frontier in the eastern
of egypt s e sidebotham the daughters of the regiment sisters and wives in the roman army c m wells why the romans can t defeat the parthians julius
africanus and the strategy of magic e l wheeler hadrian s wall and the antonine wall defined the edge of the roman empire in britain today the
spectacular remains of these great frontier works stand as mute testimony to one of the greatest empires the world has ever seen this new accessible
account illustrated with 25 detailed photographs maps and plans describes the building of the walls and reconstructs what life was like on the
frontier it places these frontiers into their context both in britain and europe examining the development of frontier installations over four centuries
designed for students and teachers of ancient history or classical civilisation at school and in early university years this series provides a valuable
collection of guides to the history art literature values and social institutions of the ancient world the north eastern frontier of the roman empire
one of the great gaps in modern knowledge of the ancient world has long eluded research it has defied systematic exploration and been insulated against
all but passing survey by wars instability political sensitivities language and the region s wild remote mountains mostly accessible only on horseback
or on foot its path lay across eastern turkey following the euphrates valley northwards from syria through gorges and across great ranges and
passing over the pontic alps to reach the further shores of the black sea vespasian established rome s frontier against armenia half a century before
hadrian s wall five times as long and climbing seven times as high it was garrisoned ultimately by four legions and a large auxiliary army stationed in
intermediate forts linked by military roads the two volumes of east of asia minor rome s hidden frontier based on research field work conducted largely
on foot and new discoveries document the topography monuments inscriptions and sighted coins of the frontier looking in detail at strategic roads
bridges forts watch and signalling systems and navigation of the euphrates itself study of the terrain provides a foundation for interpreting the
literary and epigraphic evidence for the frontier and its garrisons military activity which extended to the caucasus and the caspian is placed in the
context of climate geography and inter regional trade routes 28 colour maps and over 350 photographs plans and travellers sketches not only
document the history of eastern turkey as a frontier region of the roman empire but also reveal an ancient way of life still preserved during the 1960s
and 1970s but now almost obliterated by the developments of the modern world an up to date and in depth historical study of the northern roman
frontier in britain why was the military conquest of scotland never completed and what were the criteria governing roman policy over the centuries the
idea of the roman frontier immediately conjures up pictures of hadrian s wall with its forts and other remains and of the antonine wall in scotland
these two structures however represent two elements in a story which took a great deal longer to evolve and which if taken in isolation tend to mask
a clear appraisal of the way in which the frontier in britain actually developed what after all did the romans want to achieve in britain why did they
not capitalise on agricola s victory at mons graupius in ad83 to subdue the entire country once and for all how did the idea for a physical barrier
evolve and why after all the effort of building hadrian s wall did the emperor antoninus pius embark upon fresh conquest in scotland this book is
intended primarily as an historical treatment of the roman military occupation in britain up until the early third century ad although it does also
describe the later history of the frontier zone it draws upon archaeological evidence but is not intended as a guide to the remains of hadrian s and
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antonine s walls rather it aims to set these spectacular fortifications into the broader context of roman military plans late antiquity was an
eventful period on the eastern frontier of the roman empire from the failure of the emperor julian s invasion of persia in 363 ad to the overwhelming
victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were engaged in almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the
years 226 363 ad provides translations of key texts on relations between the opposing sides taken from a wide range of sources many have never
before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in context with expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information
please visit the author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca greatrex ref html the romans tried to conquer scotland three times 2000 years
ago these forays have left their mark which can still be seen in the form of earthworks the remains of forts and frontiers constructed by the army this
study shows the effect of these periods of occupation on scotland and its people over 100 archaeological sites lying within the desert area of rome s
eastern frontier are examined with accompanying maps plans and air photographs designed to provide an overview of roman military works in the middle
east this work is intended to appeal to archaeologists and military historians
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The Creation of the Roman Frontier 2014-07-14 stephen l dyson finds in the experience of the republic the origins of roman frontier policy and methods
of border control as practiced under the empire focusing on the western provinces during the republic he demonstrates the ways in which roman society
like that of the united states was shaped by its own frontier originally published in 1985 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand
technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve
the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is
to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905
Roman Frontier Studies 1989 1991 roman frontier studies presents one hundred of the papers given at the fifteenth international congress of roman
frontier studies first published in 1991 it has been out of print since 1995 this new edition is published to satisfy continuing demand for the volume
geographically the material ranges throughout the frontier regions of the roman empire from britain to the caucasus the low countries to upper egypt
spain to jordan the first section deals with individual frontier regions fort and fortress sites army units and related military matters and includes
overall surveys of significant work carried out in britain and germany in the 1980s the second section explores three more general themes the relations
between romans and natives on the peripheral areas of the empire the realities of life in a frontier region and the problems peculiar to desert frontiers
Frontiers of the Roman Empire 2013-04-15 with its succinct analysis of the overriding issues and detailed case studies based on the latest
archaeological research this social and economic study of roman imperial frontiers is essential reading too often the frontier has been represented as a
simple linear boundary the reality argues dr elton was rather a fuzzy set of interlocking zones political military judicial and financial after discussion
of frontier theory and types of frontier the author analyses the acquisition of an empire and the ways in which it was ruled he addresses the vexed
question of how to define the edges of provinces and covers the relationship with allied kingdoms regional variation and different rates of change are
seen as significant as is illustrated by civilis revolt on the rhine in ad 69 he uses another case study dura europos to exemplify the role of the army on
the frontier especially its relations with the population on both sides of the border the central importance of trade is highlighted by special
consideration of palmyra
The Creation of the Roman Frontier 1985 the roman empire was one of the most powerful forces in history however few people realize that this vast
empire was guarded by one frontier a series of natural and man made barriers including hadrian s wall it is impossible to have a true understanding of the
roman empire without first investigating the scope of this amazing frontier the boundary ran for roughly 4 000 miles from britain to morocco via the
rhine the danube the euphrates the syrian desert and the saharan fringes reinforced by walls ditches palisades watchtowers and forts it absorbed
virtually the whole imperial army enclosed three and a half million square miles and defended forty provinces now thirty countries and perhaps eighty
million roman subjects in protecting the empire the frontier made a substantial contribution to the pax romana and ultimately to preserving the
inheritance of future europe yet this static mode of defense ran counter to rome s tradition of mobile warfare and her taste for glory born of centuries
of conquest the emperors choice of a passive strategy promoted lassitude and conservatism allowing the military initiative slowly to pass into
barbarian hands the reach of rome is the first book to describe the entire length of the amazing imperial frontier it traces the political forces that
created it and portrays those who commanded and manned it as well as those against whom it was held it relates the frontier s rise pre eminence crises
and collapse and assesses its meaning for history and its legacies to the post roman world finally it also tells the story of the explorers who
rediscovered its lost works and describes the nature and location of the surviving remains includes thirty beautifully designed maps
The Reach of Rome 2015-05-05 the roman conquests of macedonia in the 2nd century bc led directly to the extension of their authority over the
troublesome tribes of thrace to the south of the danube but their new neighbor on the other side of the mighty river the kingdom of the dacians was to
pose an increasing threat to the roman empire inevitably this eventually provoked roman attempts at invasion and conquest it is a measure of dacian
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prowess and resilience that several tough campaigns were required over more than a century before their kingdom was added to the roman empire it was
one of the empire s last major acquisitions and a short lived one at that dr michael schmitz traces roman involvement in the danube region from first
contact with the thracians after the third macedonian war in the 2nd century bc to the ultimate conquest of dacia by trajan in the early years of the
2nd century ad like the other volumes in this series this book gives a clear narrative of the course of these wars explaining how the roman war machine
coped with formidable new foes and the challenges of unfamiliar terrain and climate specially commissioned color plates bring the main troop types
vividly to life in meticulously researched detail
Roman Conquests 2015-08-30 first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Life and Letters on the Roman Frontier 1998 the roman military remains of egypt are remarkable in their variety and state of preservation forts
quarries whose materials were used in the monumental buildings of rome roads which brought the mediterranean into contact with the indian ocean each
reader of this book will enjoy learning more about the remarkable roman inheritance of egypt
Frontiers of the Roman Empire: The Roman Frontier in Egypt 2021-06-24 analysing the cultural social and economic consequences of the roman
occupation of north africa c 50 bc ad 250 this book offers a fresh look at the development and purpose of the north african frontier system
Frontier and Society in Roman North Africa 1998 late antiquity was an eventful period on the eastern frontier of the roman empire from the failure of
the emperor julian s invasion of persia in 363 ad to the overwhelming victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were engaged in
almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the years 226 363 ad provides translations of key texts on relations between the
opposing sides taken from a wide range of sources many have never before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in context with
expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information please visit the author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca greatrex ref
html
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 363-628 2005-06-29 imperial policy on the western frontier of the roman empire was the means
by which the government controlled the frontier residents this book takes a topical approach to this study of the frontier subjects covered include the
army farming commerce manufacturing religion and romanization
Roman Imperial Frontier in the West 2015-05-22 do the romans have anything to teach us about the way that they saw the world and the way they
ran their empire how did they deal with questions of frontiers and migration so often in the news today this collection of ten important essays by c r
whittaker engages with debates and controversies about the roman frontiers and the concept of empire truly global in its focus the book examines the
social political and cultural implications of the roman frontiers in africa india britain europe asia and the far east and provides a comprehensive
account of their significance
Rome and Its Frontiers 2004-07-31 when egypt became a province of the roman empire in 30 bc after the deaths of antony and cleopatra its vast and
mysterious frontier lands had an important impact on the commerce politics and culture of the empire this account part history and part gazetteer
focuses on rome s egyptian frontier describing the ancient fortresses temples settlements quarries and aqueducts scattered throughout the region and
conveying a sense of what life was like for its inhabitants robert jackson has journeyed by jeep and on foot to virtually every known roman site in the
area from siwa oasis 45 kilometers from the modern libyan border to the sudan drawing on both archaeological and historical information he discusses
these sites explaining how rome extracted exotic stone and precious metals from the mountains of the eastern desert channelled the wealth of india and
east africa through the desert via ports on the red sea constructed and manned fortresses in the distant oases of the western desert and facilitated
the expansion of agricultural communities in the desert that eventually experienced the earliest large scale conversions to christianity in egypt
illustrated with many photographs the volume should be useful to archaeologists classicists and travellers to the region
At Empire's Edge 2002-01-01 discusses rome s challenges in governing over different cultures organizing an army made of non romans inculcating roman
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values and religion feeding the army trading urbanizing and industrializing to make this work accessible to readers who lack an extensive background in
roman history all latin expressions are defined in the course of the discussion a glossary is included and modern as well as contemporary latin names of
places are used paper edition unseen 19 95 annotation copyright by book news inc portland or
The Western Frontiers of Imperial Rome 1980 collects and translates such diverse sources as zosimus john malalas al tabari and moses of chorene to
give us a picture of this complex fraught period of roman history
Roman Frontier Studies 1979 2002-11 ancient scotland then occupied by celtic settlers never became part of the roman empire in spite of being invaded
on what is now accepted as four rather than three occasions the northernmost frontier of the empire was fortified for only a few years after the
battle of mons graupius in ad 84 when the caledonians were defeated by gnaeus julius agricola an alternative frontier represented by the elaborate
defences of the antonine wall was built in about 142 it was maintained hardly longer than 25 years and by 180 the roman invaders had retreated back
to hadrian s wall after further celtic activity a temporary truce was negotiated personally by the emperor septimius severus in 209 thereafter until
their empire began to collapse the romans maintained a fragile hold on hadrian s wall in the face of furious attacks by marauding picts and scots and a
combined operation by land and sea in 367 against the whole of roman britain by the northern celts in an alliance with the franks and saxons jacket
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 226-363 2004 proceedings of the 21st international congress of roman frontier studies limes
xxi hosted by tyne wear archives museums newcastle upon tyne uk in august 2009
The Last Frontier 2017-06-30 a distinguished historical work presenting eight centuries of roman history in asia minor and the middle east front cover
Roman Frontier Studies 2009 1967 this book considers the roman empire s responses to the threats which were caused by the new geostrategic
situation brought on by the crisis of the 3rd century ad induced by the barbarians who often already part of roman military structures as mercenaries
and auxiliaries became a veritable menace for the empire
Rome on the Euphrates 2020-12-17 there is no synthetic or comprehensive treatment of any late roman frontier in the english language to date despite
the political and economic significance of the frontiers in the late antique period examining hadrian s wall and the roman frontier of northern england
from the fourth century into the early medieval period this book investigates a late frontier in transition from an imperial border zone to incorporation
into anglo saxon kingdoms using both archaeological and documentary evidence with an emphasis on the late roman occupation and roman military it
places the frontier in the broader imperial context in contrast to other works hadrian s wall and the end of empire challenges existing ideas of decline
collapse and transformation in the roman period as well as its impact on local frontier communities author rob collins analyzes in detail the limitanei
the frontier soldiers of the late empire essential for the successful maintenance of the frontiers and the relationship between imperial authorities and
local frontier dynamics finally the impact of the end of the roman period in britain is assessed as well as the influence that the frontier had on the
development of the anglian kingdom of northumbria
Experiencing the Frontier and the Frontier of Experience: Barbarian perspectives and Roman strategies to deal with new threats 2012 whittaker begins by
discussing the romans ideological vision of geographic space demonstrating for example how an interest in precise boundaries of organized territories
never included a desire to set limits on controls of unorganized space beyond these territories he then describes the role of frontiers in the expanding
empire including an attempt to answer the question of why the frontiers stopped where they did he examines the economy and society of the frontiers
finally he discusses the pressure hostile outsiders placed on the frontiers and their eventual collapse
Hadrian's Wall and the End of Empire 1986 the eastern frontier of the roman empire extended from northern syria to the western caucasus across a
remote and desolate region 800 miles from the aegean it followed the great euphrates valley to penetrate the harsh mountains of armenia minor and
south of the black sea along the pontic coast to the finally reach the foothills of the caucasus though vast this terrain has long remained one of the
great gaps in our knowledge of the ancient world barely visited and effectively unknown until now here timothy bruce mitford offers an account of
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half a century of research and exploration over sensitive territory in challenging conditions to discover the material remains of rome s last
unexplored frontier the geographical framework introduces frontier installations as they occur fortresses and forts roads bridges signalling stations
and navigation of the euphrates the journey is enriched with observations of consuls and travellers memories of turkish and kurdish villagers and notes
and photographs of a way of life little changed since antiquity the process of discovery was mainly on foot staying in villages with local guides
following ancient tracks and conversing with great numbers of people provincial and district governors village elders and teachers police and
jandarma farmers and shepherds and everyone in between this came with its perils and pleasures encounters with treasure hunters and apparent bandits
tales of saints and caravans arrests and death threats bears and wild boars rafts and fishing earthquakes all amid the tumultuous events of the
second half of the twentieth century richly illustrated with large scale maps photographs and sketches this is an account of travel and discovery
set against a background of a disappearing world encountered in the long process of academic exploration
Romans and Saracens 1994 the building military use and descent into ruin of the most important roman frontier ever built
Frontiers of the Roman Empire 1980 the roman eastern frontier stretched from the north east shore of the black sea to the red sea it faced rome s
formidable foe the kingdom of parthia and its successor sasanian persia rome s bulwark in antiquity was the area known as syria or the levant roughly
modern syria lebanon jordan israel and palestine to the south lay the nabataean kingdom annexed by rome in 106 and formed into the province of arabia
to the north the cappadocian frontier was laid out in one of the most inaccessible and remote parts of eurasia facing extremes of climate and
topography amid a patchwork of client kingdoms this hidden and fascinating frontier in turkey whose bases mostly lie under reservoirs is the major
omission from this volume and it is hoped that a more in depth account might appear in due course the caucasian forts along the edge of the black sea
are however part of this volume this is perhaps rome s least known frontier archaeologically but the subject of a unique account by arrian when
governor of cappadocia
Roman frontier studies 1979 2021-11-30 a novel interpretation of roman frontier policy
Discovering Rome's Eastern Frontier 2016-02-15 a huge collection of papers from the xvith international congress of roman frontier studies held at
kerkrade in the netherlands in 1995 a tiny selection of the eighty nine papers 53 in english 29 in german 7 in french is as follows ptolemy and the pre
flavian military sites of britain w h manning relationships between roman river frontiers and artificial frontiers n hodgson recent excavations of the
late roman signal station at filey north yorkshire p ottaway les nouvelles fouilles d alesia m redd� and s von schnurbein supplying the batavians at
vindolanda a r birley metalworking on hadrian s wall l allason jones and d b dungworth wirtschaftliche probleme und das ende des r�mischen limes in
deutschland h p kuhnen the roman frontier in the eastern of egypt s e sidebotham the daughters of the regiment sisters and wives in the roman army c m
wells why the romans can t defeat the parthians julius africanus and the strategy of magic e l wheeler
Hadrian's Wall 1965 hadrian s wall and the antonine wall defined the edge of the roman empire in britain today the spectacular remains of these great
frontier works stand as mute testimony to one of the greatest empires the world has ever seen this new accessible account illustrated with 25
detailed photographs maps and plans describes the building of the walls and reconstructs what life was like on the frontier it places these frontiers
into their context both in britain and europe examining the development of frontier installations over four centuries designed for students and teachers
of ancient history or classical civilisation at school and in early university years this series provides a valuable collection of guides to the history
art literature values and social institutions of the ancient world
The Frontier People of Roman Britain 1998 the north eastern frontier of the roman empire one of the great gaps in modern knowledge of the ancient
world has long eluded research it has defied systematic exploration and been insulated against all but passing survey by wars instability political
sensitivities language and the region s wild remote mountains mostly accessible only on horseback or on foot its path lay across eastern turkey
following the euphrates valley northwards from syria through gorges and across great ranges and passing over the pontic alps to reach the further
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shores of the black sea vespasian established rome s frontier against armenia half a century before hadrian s wall five times as long and climbing seven
times as high it was garrisoned ultimately by four legions and a large auxiliary army stationed in intermediate forts linked by military roads the two
volumes of east of asia minor rome s hidden frontier based on research field work conducted largely on foot and new discoveries document the
topography monuments inscriptions and sighted coins of the frontier looking in detail at strategic roads bridges forts watch and signalling systems
and navigation of the euphrates itself study of the terrain provides a foundation for interpreting the literary and epigraphic evidence for the frontier
and its garrisons military activity which extended to the caucasus and the caspian is placed in the context of climate geography and inter regional
trade routes 28 colour maps and over 350 photographs plans and travellers sketches not only document the history of eastern turkey as a frontier
region of the roman empire but also reveal an ancient way of life still preserved during the 1960s and 1970s but now almost obliterated by the
developments of the modern world
The Roman Frontier at the Lower Danube, 4th-6th Centuries 2022-08-25 an up to date and in depth historical study of the northern roman frontier in
britain why was the military conquest of scotland never completed and what were the criteria governing roman policy over the centuries the idea of
the roman frontier immediately conjures up pictures of hadrian s wall with its forts and other remains and of the antonine wall in scotland these two
structures however represent two elements in a story which took a great deal longer to evolve and which if taken in isolation tend to mask a clear
appraisal of the way in which the frontier in britain actually developed what after all did the romans want to achieve in britain why did they not
capitalise on agricola s victory at mons graupius in ad83 to subdue the entire country once and for all how did the idea for a physical barrier evolve
and why after all the effort of building hadrian s wall did the emperor antoninus pius embark upon fresh conquest in scotland this book is intended
primarily as an historical treatment of the roman military occupation in britain up until the early third century ad although it does also describe the
later history of the frontier zone it draws upon archaeological evidence but is not intended as a guide to the remains of hadrian s and antonine s walls
rather it aims to set these spectacular fortifications into the broader context of roman military plans
Frontiers of the Roman Empire: the Eastern Frontiers 2006 late antiquity was an eventful period on the eastern frontier of the roman empire from the
failure of the emperor julian s invasion of persia in 363 ad to the overwhelming victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were
engaged in almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the years 226 363 ad provides translations of key texts on relations
between the opposing sides taken from a wide range of sources many have never before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in
context with expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information please visit the author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca
greatrex ref html
News and Frontier Consciousness in the Late Roman Empire 1997 the romans tried to conquer scotland three times 2000 years ago these forays have
left their mark which can still be seen in the form of earthworks the remains of forts and frontiers constructed by the army this study shows the effect
of these periods of occupation on scotland and its people
Roman Frontier Studies 1995 1997 over 100 archaeological sites lying within the desert area of rome s eastern frontier are examined with
accompanying maps plans and air photographs designed to provide an overview of roman military works in the middle east this work is intended to appeal
to archaeologists and military historians
The Reach of Rome 1967
Roman Frontier Studies 1989 2013-10-10
Roman Frontiers in Britain 2018
East of Asia Minor 1996
The Roman Frontier in Britain 2005-06-29
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The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 363-628 1996
Roman Scotland 1952
The Congress of Roman Frontier Studies, 1949 2012-10-12
Romes Desert Frontiers
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